Tennis Challenge

Complete the activity.

1. A tie that requires winning two successive points to win the game
   A. Thirty   B. Fifteen   C. Slice   D. Deuce

2. The score given to a player who has won three points in a game
   A. Deuce   B. Forty   C. Love   D. Fifteen

3. A score of zero
   A. Love   B. Volley   C. Thirty   D. Slice

4. An easy return of a tennis ball in a high arc
   A. Lob   B. Thirty   C. Forty   D. Slice

5. A hard, overhead shot
   A. Fault   B. Lob   C. Fifteen   D. Smash

6. A failed serve
   A. Love   B. Fault   C. Thirty   D. Lob

7. To hit the ball with the racket oblique so the ball loses speed and bounces lower
   A. Love   B. Fault   C. Slice   D. Volley

8. The score given to a player who has won one point in a game
   A. Forty   B. Deuce   C. Fifteen   D. Fault

9. A return made by hitting the ball before it bounces
   A. Smash   B. Forty   C. Deuce   D. Volley

10. The score given to a player who has won two points in a game
    A. Slice   B. Love   C. Deuce   D. Thirty